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Passive prosthetic hands and tools: A literature review

Bartjan Maat, Gerwin Smit, Dick Plettenburg and Paul Breedveld

Abstract

Background: The group of passive prostheses consists of prosthetic hands and prosthetic tools. These can either be static or adjustable. Limited research and development on passive prostheses has been performed although many people use these prosthesis types. Although some publications describe passive prostheses, no recent review of the peer-reviewed literature on passive prostheses is available.

Objective: Review the peer-reviewed literature on passive prostheses for replacement of the hand.

Study design: Literature review.

Methods: Four electronic databases were searched using a Boolean combination of relevant keywords. English-language articles relevant to the objective were selected.

Results: In all, 38 papers were included in the review. Publications on passive prosthetic hands describe their users, usage, functionality, and problems in activities of daily living. Publications on prosthetic tools mostly focus on sport, recreation, and vehicle driving.

Conclusion: Passive hand prostheses receive little attention in prosthetic research and literature. Yet one out of three people with a limb deficiency uses this type of prosthesis. Literature indicates that passive prostheses can be improved on pulling and grasping functions. In the literature, ambiguous names are used for different types of passive prostheses. This causes confusion. We present a new and clear classification of passive prostheses.

Clinical relevance

This review provides information on the users of passive prosthetic hands and tools, their usage and the functionality. Passive prostheses receive very little attention and low appreciation in literature. Passive prosthetic hands and tools show to be useful to many unilateral amputees and should receive more attention and higher acceptance.
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Background

Classification of passive prostheses

The wide range of prostheses for replacement of the hand can be divided into active and passive prostheses. The force to control the grasping mechanism of active prostheses is applied to this mechanism internally, for example, by an electric actuator or a body-powered cable. In passive prosthesis, the force to adjust the grasping mechanism is applied externally, for example, by the sound hand.

There are various types of passive prostheses. In the current literature, different terms are used for the same type of device, and often the same name is used for different types of passive devices. As a result, it is often unclear which type of device is discussed. To avoid any...
confusion in this literature review, we present a new and clear classification for passive prosthetic devices in Figure 1. The group of passive prostheses for replacement of the hand consists of prosthetic hands and prosthetic tools. Prosthetic hands offer a lifelike appearance and are used for a variety of activities.5 Prosthetic tools have a mechanical appearance and are mostly designed for one specific activity which needs to be performed two-handedly.6 Some prosthetic tools, such as a passive prosthetic hook, can be used for a variety of activities.2

Both passive prosthetic types can either be static or adjustable. Static prostheses cannot be moved at all.7 Adjustable prostheses feature an adjustable grasping mechanism or parts of the prosthesis can be adjusted to multiple orientations (not taking into account the orientation of the wrist). Adjusting of the prosthesis is performed by the sound hand or by pushing the prosthesis against the environment.1 Using this classification, we can make a clear distinction between different passive devices, for example, between a static (passive) prosthetic hand or tool and an adjustable (passive) prosthetic hand or tool.

Problem statement

Very limited research has been dedicated to passive prostheses.8 The working principle of most of the available devices has not changed for half a century. The current available passive prostheses therefore seem to be underdeveloped relative to active prostheses. Many people though use passive prostheses.5,9-13 Passive prostheses have proved to be useful for many people with an upper limb deficiency.7 The limited research and developments on passive prostheses are therefore very remarkable and more research on these prostheses is required. Clear directions for improvement need to be identified.

Objective

The objective of this literature research is to review the peer-reviewed literature on passive prostheses for replacement of the hand and to identify future research directions for the development of new technologies for passive prostheses.

Methods

Search query

In February 2016, a literature search was performed through a search of OvidSP (Inspec and Ovid MEDLINE), PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science (WoS) using the following Boolean combination of keywords: (prosthesis OR prostheses) AND ((upper limb) OR (upper extremity)) AND ((function AND cosmetic) OR passive OR assistive OR adaptations OR appearance). This search query is visualized in Figure 2. Search results were limited to the English language and no time restrictions were imposed.
**Selection criteria**

**Inclusion criteria.** Articles focusing on one of the following topics were included in the review process: design, use, or satisfaction of (1) passive prosthetic hands, (2) passive prosthetic tools, or (3) the appearance of prostheses for replacement of the hand.

**Criteria application.** The selection criteria were applied to the titles and abstracts of the articles. In a few cases, the discussed type of prosthesis was not clearly stated in the title or abstract. In order to apply the selection criteria, the main text was scanned to obtain this information. No additional quality check was performed as only studies appearing in peer-review journals were included.

**Results**

**Search results**

Execution of the search query resulted in 655 articles distributed among the four databases. Removal of the overlap between databases resulted in approximately 360 unique articles. Application of the selection criteria decreased the number of articles to 30. The citations of these 30 articles, which were available in the aforementioned databases, were examined similarly. This resulted in eight more articles. In total, 38 articles were selected for inclusion in the review process as depicted in Figure 3.

In the selected literature, prosthetic hands and prosthetic tools are not subdivided in static and adjustable prostheses. Inevitably, the results in this review do not present the information on static and adjustable prostheses separately.

The 38 selected articles are based on multiple methods and study designs: 17 articles are based on user studies \((n = 2367\) total) of which the majority is performed using a questionnaire. Three articles\(^7,16,17\) are based on the experience of the authors and their evaluation of the fitting of prostheses to patients \((n = 7847\) total). Two articles\(^1,18\) describe the design of a specific prosthesis and six articles\(^8,19–23\) are reviews which include passive prostheses. These six articles are either dated, do not provide a clear review of the peer-reviewed literature on passive hand prostheses, or do not indicate clear directions for improvement of passive devices. The remaining 10 articles range from general descriptions of prostheses to evaluations of prosthetic appearance.

**Passive prosthetic hands**

**User aspects.** Prosthetic users choose either an active or a passive prosthesis. Table 1 shows the percentage of users who use a passive prosthetic hand in multiple unique studies. The value for the “potential prosthetic hand users” is the sum of all respondents who use, or could use, a prosthetic hand. From these respondents, the number and percentage of passive prosthetic hand users are determined. Table 1 does not include review studies. The percentage of users of passive hands ranges from 13% up to 64%. On average, about one out of three potential prosthetic hand users uses a passive prosthesis.

Active prostheses generally provide more functional features than passive prostheses.\(^24\) Active prostheses are therefore often seen as a better solution for people with an upper limb deficiency. These prostheses are however harder to control.\(^28\) Young children and recent amputees are often prescribed a passive prosthetic hand which is relatively easy to use.\(^17\) After a period of familiarization, these people are expected to adopt an active prosthesis.\(^3,26,29,30\)

Users of passive prostheses are, however, not merely young people or recent amputees. Kejlaa\(^24\) (16 passive users) and Burger and Marinček\(^9\) (169 passive users) found that the users of passive prostheses are older persons with a longer time-lapse since amputation. Kejlaa\(^24\) thereby states that with time people change from active to passive prostheses.

Biddiss et al.\(^26\) conclude that gender is not statistically associated with the type of prosthesis worn, based on a study which included users of both active and passive prostheses.

**User motivations.** Users of passive prosthetic hands mostly rank appearance and comfort at the forefront.\(^2,25,31\) An example of a passive prosthetic hand which provides a natural appearance is shown in Figure 4. People with an upper limb deficiency often see both active and passive prostheses primarily as a cosmetic aid.\(^9\) As passive hand prostheses are prescribed primarily with a lifelike appearance and higher comfort than active prostheses, these may be preferable to active prostheses.\(^9,11,27\) Passive prosthetic hands are mostly used in social occasions\(^17,28\) as they enhance self-image and self-confidence.\(^29,31\) Passive prosthetic hands offer psychological and functional advantages.\(^16,23\) A passive prosthetic hand also enhances the rehabilitation of the user as it helps to forget the handicap and permits the user to have a professional and social life.\(^20\)
Performance over users of passive prosthetic hands in activities of daily living (ADLs). The fitting of active prostheses therefore is a “worthy effort.” The use of passive prostheses is sometimes even considered a “prosthetic failure” or the user may be classed as an “unsuccessful prosthetic user.” On the contrary, the second view describes passive prostheses as functional prostheses. Pillet, Fraser, and Crandall and Tomhave conclude that passive prosthetic hands are used functionally in multiple activities. Kyberd et al. argue that the frequency of need for repair and the failures that occur with passive prosthetic hands are an indication of the devices being actively used.

According to Beasley and colleagues, there is a tremendous overestimation of the physical impairment of people with an upper limb deficiency while the total impact on the individual is often neglected. They state that about 90% of the ADLs can be accomplished using the sound hand and the other 10% with a little extra effort. This statement is, however, not based on any presented

**Table 1.** Number of respondents who primarily use a passive prosthetic hand in multiple studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article (authors, year)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Potential prosthetic hand users</th>
<th>Passive prosthetic hand users</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kejlaa,24 1993</td>
<td>Visit, questionnaire</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burger and Marinček,9 1994</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaine et al.,12 1997</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser,9 1998</td>
<td>Video analysis</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crandall and Tomhave,13 2002</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datta et al.,11 2004</td>
<td>Questionnaire, medical records</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shida-Tokeshi et al.,25 2005</td>
<td>Hospital chart review</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biddiss et al.,26 2007</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyberd et al.,10 2007</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Østlie et al.,27 2012</td>
<td>Questionnaire, clinical tests, survey</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio potential/passive users</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this table, only original studies are presented, no reviews were included in the table.

**Figure 4.** Traumatic amputation of the whole hand, a proximal amputation (a) without and (b) with passive prosthetic hand. Source: Adapted from Pillet and Didierjean-Pillet.
data or evidence and seems to be based on an estimation made by the authors. Multiple statements and findings of others may though support this estimation. Crandall and Tomhave state that it has been said that prosthetic fitting on a person with one sound limb is unnecessary as we are all born with an “abundance” of arms. Neither of the statements is supported by evidence. Østlie et al. and Vasluian et al. report that people with an upper limb deficiency often prefer the use of both the unaffected and the affected body parts instead of prostheses. For some ADLs, such as tying shoelaces, external help is preferred. People with an upper limb deficiency may demonstrate a high level of prosthetic skill during clinical tests according to Fraser. In performing ADLs, most are however likely to use their sound hand and prefer a compensatory pattern of behavior or two-handed behavior. People also use their teeth, chin, and lower limbs to compensate for the loss of hand function. Burger and Marinček state from a study of 414 subjects that people with a unilateral upper limb loss quickly learn to compensate the loss using the sound limb. As this compensation is so efficient, people often find the prosthesis encumbering and are reluctant to accept it. This compensation is also found in children with unilateral full hand loss who experience little problems with the loss themselves. The aforementioned studies of Østlie et al., Fraser, and Burger and Marinček are based on user studies with many subjects (n = 759 total). The results show that people with a unilateral upper limb loss often prefer the use of their sound hand and only need limited prosthetic functions for the performance of ADLs. Use of the sound hand or a compensatory behavior however leads to a risk of overuse or wrong use of sound body parts.

Indicated problems and future research. Literature often indicates generalized problems and future research for both active and passive prostheses. Biddiss states that prosthesis design in general should first focus on maximizing comfort, particularly by reducing the weight and improving the thermal properties of current models. Pillet and Didierjean-Pillet describe that a prosthesis must have two qualities: first it must allow the user to pass unnoticed and second it must be sufficiently comfortable to be worn and forgotten. The role of a prosthetic hand in supporting, stabilizing, pushing, pulling, holding, and facilitating balance in everyday life situations should be valued to be of more use than that of manipulating small objects in the clinic situation. Kejlaa indicates that problems are concentrated on activities of daily necessity which make a person an independent individual.

Besides indicating research areas for improvement for all types of prostheses, the literature also indicates areas for potential improvement specifically for passive prostheses. Biddiss et al. define the main prioritized design priorities as follows: first, comfort; second, appearance; and third, function. The main prioritized improvements according to Kyberd et al. are given as follows: first, appearance; second, fit of socket; and third, movement and grip function. Kyberd et al. also describe that users who occasionally use a passive prosthetic hand gave especially low ratings to the fit of the socket and aspects of their prostheses’ functionality.

Passive prosthetic tools

Usage. Publications on prosthetic tools primarily focus on sport, recreation, and vehicle driving. Prosthetic tools are, however, also very useful for ADLs such as using cutlery or riding a bicycle. Several examples of prosthetic tools are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Examples of prosthetic tools used for (a) playing a musical instrument and (b) eating. Source: Adapted from De Hoogstraat Revalidatie.36

Publications on prosthetic tools primarily focus on sport, recreation, and vehicle driving. Prosthetic tools are, however, also very useful for ADLs such as using cutlery or riding a bicycle. Several examples of prosthetic tools are shown in Figure 5.

Usage. Publications on prosthetic tools primarily focus on sport, recreation, and vehicle driving. Prosthetic tools are, however, also very useful for ADLs such as using cutlery or riding a bicycle. Several examples of prosthetic tools are shown in Figure 5.
upper limb amputations play baseball or basketball without a prosthesis at all. The available prosthetic tools actually rarely helped them in these activities. The major improvement of the use of prosthetic tools is found in activities where bimanual activity is obligatory, such as lifting barbells or playing the violin. For musicians also, multiple prosthetic tools are available. These include devices for holding a drumstick, violin bow, or flat pick. Woldendorp and van Gils and Charles et al. describe that musicians and caregivers do not always know the possibilities and have difficulties finding specific professional help. People with an upper limb deficiency may therefore unnecessarily stop their hobby or career. If special devices are required but not available, these can almost always be created. Successful performance of the desired activities is, however, always dependent on the motivation and proficiency of the prosthesis user, surgeon, prosthetist, and therapist.

Fernández et al. found that the use of a prosthesis does not influence driving capability. Adaptations of the vehicle may, however, improve driving capability. This suggestion was supported by Burger and Marinczek who conclude that most people with an upper limb deficiency need at least one car adaptation for safe driving. They also found that for car driving a knob on the steering wheel was more frequently suggested to people with a left upper limb deficiency (in left steering cars). Verrall and Kulkarni found that automatic or electronically operated transmission and a knob on the steering wheel are the most frequent car adaptations requested by people with an upper limb deficiency. The steering ball can be operated by the sound hand, prosthetic hand, or prosthetic tool for driving. These adaptations are reported to be more frequently suggested to subjects following trans-humeral or more proximal amputation than to those following trans-radial or more distal amputation. The type of prosthesis does not influence the number of car adaptations.

Views in literature on functionality. Although many prosthetic tools for various activities are available, it is not always clear how effective and safe they are in improving performance of the user. Prosthetic tools may be of use for learning new specific skills and supporting bimanual dexterity even if a prosthetic hand is rejected. The use of a prosthetic tool may even be preferred over the use of a prosthetic hand as it provides more function for a specific task and may have less disadvantages. A large variety of commercially available prosthetic components have become available over the last years. These have resulted in tremendously increased opportunities for persons with upper limb deficiency to participate in sport and recreational activities.

Some activities can be performed without a prosthesis or with a regular prosthesis which is not specifically adapted or designed for the activity. Many activities, however, require special prostheses or even custom or homemade devices developed according to personal needs. These special devices lead to a more effective task performance. Webster et al. state that it is important that the exact demands of the desired activity and the environment are considered. Exchange of prostheses for different activities can be performed relatively simply with the use of a quick-release wrist unit. Walker et al. state that, especially for children, interest in an activity may not be long-lived and prosthetic tools may subsequently be rejected. Prosthetic tools are especially useful when new skills are learned and may be unnecessary if the skills become more common and easy.

Indicated problems and future research. According to Bragaru et al., future research should focus on the technical characteristics and performance of sport prostheses. Bragaru et al. argue that data concerning sport prostheses are scarce and mostly descriptive in nature. Vasluian et al. indicate that users want more information about different prosthetic tools. The important main characteristics of prosthetic tools are secure suspension, durability, optimal weight, and simplicity. Information on these characteristics will ultimately lead to an increase in participation in sports and physical activities of people with an upper limb deficiency.

Next to the provision of clear characteristics, the costs are important. The costs for the user strongly depend on regulations which differ per country. Many prosthetic tools are expensive. Therefore, people critically weigh the costs of the prosthesis against its advantages.

Discussion

Remarks on the reviewed literature on passive prostheses

Implementing a clear classification of passive prostheses. Literature uses similar names for different types of passive prostheses. This complicates the understanding of the literature and causes confusion. Most of the reviewed literature does not make a distinction between static and adjustable passive prostheses. This distinction is, however, required as it has a major influence on prosthesis functionality and it is expected that this difference in functionality influences the usage and acceptance of the different types of devices. In order to prevent the aforementioned problems and in order to gain new data on the differences between the devices, future studies should make a clear distinction between static and adjustable devices. We propose to use the prosthetic classification presented in the “Background” section and in Figure 1 as a standard classification for passive devices.

Providing characteristics. In the selected literature, scarce information is found on the characteristics of passive prostheses, for example, hand opening, hand mass, and force.
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required to open the hand. The literature primarily discusses passive prostheses in a general and qualitative manner. These general descriptions hardly give direction to future research, as more specific information on the characteristics is required.

Neither is a clear overview and comparison of the available passive prostheses available. Literature presents little information on characteristics of specific passive prostheses. These characteristics are, however, very interesting and useful for rehabilitation specialists and patients.

**Passive prosthetic hands**

**Static and dynamic appearance.** Appearance can be divided into static and dynamic appearance. Static appearance relates to the shape, color, and finishing of the hand. Dynamic appearance relates to the movement of the artificial limb and the manner in which activities are performed in relation to a sound hand.22,31 Scarcely information on the dynamic appearance of prostheses is found. This is very remarkable since the appearance is valued as a major prosthetic function and research direction.

Over the past decades, manual labor has become less important. This also influenced the field of upper limb prosthetics.19 The functions of hand prostheses have become less important and the major requirements shifted to lifelike appearance.

**People with a unilateral upper limb deficiency need limited prosthetic functions.** Multiple publications5,8,13,19,27,34 state that many ADLs can be performed one-handed. People with a unilateral upper limb deficiency therefore need limited prosthetic functions to perform the ADLs. So instead of focusing on the increase in functionality, future research should focus on the development of prostheses which only offer limited although sufficient functionality for most ADLs. Limiting the prosthetic functionality increases the design space for the enhancement of cosmesis, comfort, and control. This future research may result in prostheses which are useful for people currently not using a prosthesis, as well as for those using an active or a passive prosthesis.

**Views in literature on functionality.** Literature presents two views on the functionality of passive prosthetic hands. The first view states that these prostheses offer very little functionality and mainly improve appearance.12,24,33 This view is mainly based on statements and visions of authors. The second view states that passive prosthetic hands are used as a functional support in many ADLs. This second view is strengthened by numerous studies which are based on user studies and profound research and therefore more reliable.5,10,13 Passive prosthetic hands are thus functional in many ADLs. Passive prosthetic hands should therefore be offered as a serious first and ultimate option of choice, along with active devices, and not mainly as a stepping stone to an active prosthesis, as a last resort or just for improving appearance.

The functional value of passive prostheses is accepted by most people involved, including therapist, patient, prosthetist, and manufacturer. It seems, however, that active prostheses remain the standard and are mostly the prime subject of research. The general focus on active prostheses might have two causes: (1) the physical impairment of people with a unilateral upper limb deficiency is overestimated and (2) the associated people have expectations and interests not directly related to the patients’ individual needs. These may be personal desires or financial motives.

**Future research.** Literature indicates various research areas for improvement of passive devices. This might be caused by the individual needs of different users. The most reported prioritized improvement areas are appearance, comfort, and function.10,24,26,29 Current research is, however, limited to appearance and comfort, as similar problems are experienced for active prostheses.8,22 The functions of passive prosthetic hands are not researched nor have they been improved.

Users of passive prosthetic hands have functional difficulties with the performance of pulling, gripping, holding, and releasing objects in ADLs.5,10,24,26 This is especially the case in bimanual tasks when these activities have to be performed with the prosthesis. Static prosthetic hands can hardly be improved in functions. Adjustable prosthetic hands, however, offer a high potential to be improved in the performance of difficult bimanual activities. More specifically, the fingers of passive adjustable prosthetic hands could be made articulating, the grip force could be made adjustable, and the control of the opening and closing of the hand could be made faster and easier.

**Passive prosthetic tools**

**Usage.** Prosthetic tools are primarily described for sport and recreation. Literature does not present devices for activities relating to independent living and work. This is remarkable since independent living is very important to people. On average, people spend about 35% of their day on work-related activities.51 Prosthetic tools can be very useful for these activities since work-related activities often require bimanual performance and repetitive activities.

For vehicle driving, prosthetic tools as well as vehicle adaptations are discussed. Adaptations made to the patients’ environment could also be useful for multiple other activities as they may enhance and ease the performance of these activities. In order to prevent users from often changing their prosthetic tool, it is desired that the prosthetic tool (or hand) can be used for multiple activities.

**Future research.** As different types of prostheses offer different advantages, multiple prostheses may be used by an
individual. Therefore, a well-founded compromise between prosthetic hands, prosthetic tools, and environmental adaptations has to be selected per individual. To ease this selection, clear characteristics have to be provided per prosthesis.

Prosthetic hands are used for a variety of activities. Prosthetic tools are, however, mostly optimized for one predefined activity. This results in a wide range of available tools for numerous activities. Multiple prosthetic tools can be combined as they may offer similar characteristics, such as the cylindrical grasp tool\(^{18}\) for kayak paddling and lifting an exercise weight. However, a passive adjustable hand which could grasp and hold a wide range of objects and handlebars and which can be used for most ADLs would make these prosthetic tools unnecessary.

### Conclusion

Passive prostheses have received very little attention in prosthetic research and in the literature. Often little functional value is attributed to passive hand prostheses when compared to active prostheses. Yet, user studies show that as much as one out of three prosthetic hand users uses a passive prosthesis. People with a unilateral upper limb deficiency often need only limited prosthetic function. Passive hand prostheses have been shown to be useful for many people and should therefore receive more attention in current research and literature.

The current literature clearly indicates potential improvements for current passive prostheses. The ability of pulling and grasping objects should be improved. Of all different types of passive devices, future research should focus on passive adjustable prosthetic hands, as these devices offer the most potential for improvement. The fingers of passive adjustable prosthetic hands could be made articulating, the grip force could be made adjustable, and the control of the opening and closing of the hand could be made faster and easier.

Current literature uses ambiguous names for different types of passive prostheses. This complicates the understanding of the literature and causes confusion. In order to avoid these problems, we present a new classification of passive prostheses which makes a clear distinction between the different types of devices. Particularly, we advise to make a clear distinction between static passive devices and adjustable passive devices in future user studies.
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